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Abstract

We describe a novel method of producing large numbers of B mesons containing

bottom quarks. It is known that one should analyze at least 109 B meson decays to elucidate

the physics of CP violation and rare B decay modes. Using the ultra high energy electron

beams from the future generation of electron linear colliders, we Compton backscatter low

energy laser beams off these electron beams. From this process, we produce hot photons

having energy hundreds of GeV. Upon scattering these hot photons onto stationary targets,

we show that it is possible to photoproduce and measure the necessary 109 B mesons per

year.



Physics Issues

Two of the most pressing problems in high energy particle physics today are under-

standing rare B meson decays and the mechanism of charge-parity (CP) violation in the

weak interactions. To date, the most important experimental work on CP symmetry was

the observation in 1964 by Fitch and Cronin that CP is violated in the K°K° system.1 For

their work, they received the 1980 Nobel Prize in physics.

With the subsequent discovery of the bottom (or beauty) quark, there exists now

another laboratory in which to study CP violation: the B°B° system. Another interesting

concept is that of meson flavor mixing, ie. the changing of a B° (b d) meson into a B°

(bd) meson and vice versa. The famous box diagram describing this process is shown in

Fig. 1, where u,d,c,t,and b denote the various species of quarks: up, down, charm, top, and

bottom, respectively.

To understand B mixing, e+e~ collider accelerators have been employed. In the

e+e~ collision, first the T(10.6 GeV) resonance is created. This is the fourth of the T

mesons, all of them bound states of 66. Thus, they have zero net bottom flavor and T

(10.6) is the first of T states to be massive enough to decay into B°B° pairs. Since flavor is

conserved in the strong interactions, the numbers of B°'s and B°'s must be equal initially.

An experiment called Argus2 at DESY (a West German accelerator) studied the decays of

the J3°'s and B°'s. This collaboration consisted of physicists from West Germany, Ghana,

Canada, USA, Yugoslavia, USSR, and Sweden. Once the B°'s and B°'s are created in equal

numbers, the Argus experiment followed their decays. The 5° meson decay is characterized

by producing a positive muon among the decay products, while the B° meson decays via

a negative muon plus other particles. What the Argus experiment found was that there

were sequences of decays in which both B mesons produced positive muons. Thus, both

B's decayed as B°'s in spite of the fact that flavor conservation in their birth dictated

that only B°B° states are created. Thus, the Argus experiment showed that the initial

J5° must have changed into a B° before it finally decayed into a positive muon plus other



particles. Similarly, there were negative like-sign muon decay events, indicating that both

i?'s decayed as i?0's; thus, initially created B°'s transformed themselves into JB°'S. Hence,

a like-sign muon event is a definite signature of flavor mixing. These spectacular results

have since been confirmed by another experiment called Cleo at Cornell University's CESR

e+e~ collider.3

One can define the following flavor mixing parameter

_ N(B°B°) + N(B°B°)
N{B°B°) ' ('

Theorists originally believed that R ~ 1%, but the Argus group measured R — 0.21±0.08, an

order of magnitude larger than what theorists were predicting. However, the Argus results

are consistent with the standard model of strong, weak, and electromagnetic interactions if

mt, the mass of the yet unobserved top quark, is greater than about 100 MeV. The top quark

mass dominates the box diagram in Fig. 1 and the previous low estimates on the mixing

parameter R were based upon the assumption that mt ~ 40 GeV. More information about

the top quark mass should be forthcoming from such experiments as the CDF collaboration

at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in Batavia, Illinois.

In the study of B decays, any observation that N(B°B°) f N(B°B0) is an indication

of CP symmetry violation. CP symmetry says that particles and antiparticles should behave

identically, provided that you look at one of them in the mirror. Fitch and Cronin found

that the rate at which a K° turns into its antiparticle the K° differs by about 0.2% from

the rate that a 7?° turns into a K°. This is a small effect. On the other hand, theorists

believe that the CP violating asymmetry could be as high as 20% in the B°B° system. In

1968, Andrei Sakharov4 pointed out that an understanding of the CP asymmetry between

matter and antimatter might lead to an understanding of why our universe is composed of

matter and not antimatter.

To unravel the N(B0B°)/N(B°B0) asymmetry and truly study CP violation, the-

orists have estimated that one needs to produce 109 B°B° pairs per year.5 This rate of

B°B° production would also go a long way in elucidating rare decays of B mesons. In



order to produce this number of B% several laboratories have proposed e+e~ asymmetric

colliding circular accelerators. In this case, the asymmetry means that the electron and

positron beams have unequal energies, typically 9 GeV and 3 GeV. B mesons produced

in this way would be created with a hefty kick away from the point at which the e+e~

beams interact, making their decay tracks much longer and easier to resolve. Laborato-

ries interested in this mode of B°S° production are SLAC et. al, Cornell, KEK (Japan),

CERN (Europe), and DESY (Germany). In February, 1991, a collaboration of SLAC et

al. submitted an e+e~ machine design proposal to the US Department of Energy to build

an asymmetric B factory.6 Similarly, in the same month, Cornell sent a proposal to the

National Science Foundation to build a similar machine.7 But the main drawback of all of

these e+e~ machines is that they can deliver only ~ 107 B°B° pairs per year, and this

is with pushing conventional accelerator technology to the limits. It is hoped that these

machines could be upgraded in the future to be able to produce ~ 108 B°B° pairs per year,

but this would probably be at great difficulty. Another possibility to produce copious B

mesons is to use hadron colliders, such as proton-antiproton collisions at Fermilab's CDF

detector or the proton-proton collider at the SSC Unfortunately, such collisions produce

enormous backgrounds which make the detection of the B physics extremely difficult.

Finally, we come to the method of B°B° production which we are pursuing. The

details of the scheme has been reported on elsewhere.8 Here, we just want to summarize

the salient features. At present, there exist several projects such as KEK to build linear

e+e~ colliders with beam energies up to 500 GeV-1 TeV. In Ref. 8, we showed that there

exists the possibility to use the unique features of these ultra high energy electron linacs to

obtain a facility for the production of beauty (bottom quark flavor) via photoproduction

off nuclei. Unique features of high energy photoproduction are

(i) The rather large fraction (~ 2 x 10~4) of events with beauty at E~, ~ 1 TeV, and

(ii) Beauty particles are produced with about equal large momenta ~ 0.5£-, and at rather

large transverse momenta p< ~ m;,.



The following scheme, which is depicted in Fig. 2, can be envisioned. The 500 GeV-

1 TeV electron beam is Compton scattered off a low energy (~ leF) laser pulse. The laser

photons are thus converted into a highly collimated beam of energy £-, ~ Ec, directed along

the electron's original line of motion. Such schemes to produce high energy photon beams

have been discussed extensively in the literature [cf. Refs. 9-12]. A detailed discussion of

polarization effects can be found in Ref. 13. These 500 GeV-1 TeV photons are subsequently

scattered onto a nuclear target to produce BB pairs.

We can imagine using the same electron bunch to convert ~ 100 low energy laser

beams into high energy photon beams. This is done over a distance of approximately 100

meters. After each electron-photon bunch crossing the electron bunch is deflected by a trim

dipole through an angle of ~ 10~4 radians before scattering with the next laser pulse. The

dipoles are randomly oriented so that the high energy photon hits on the nuclear target are

scattered in the transverse plane and are not along a line. We envision the 100 miniphoton

beams being separated by 10~4 radians, with the angular divergence of each being limited

to < 10~6. In this way, one of the new detector technologies, such as scintillation fibers,

should be able to cope with the rather large number of beauty particles being produced. In

fact, in our scheme the number of beauty particles is not limited by the production rate (we

could photoproduce many more than 109 per year); but rather the limitation is how fast

the detector can process the events. This scheme should produce the necessary number of

i?'s to study CP violation without the overwhelming background of the proton colliders.



History of Compton Backscattering

Refs. 9-13 contain the earliest papers on the use of electron linacs and lasers to

produce hot photons. Using the scattering of Compton backscattered (CB) hot photons

onto low energy laser pulses was first suggested by V. Arutyunian et al. to test higher order

quantum electrodynamics (QED) in 77 scattering.14. The Feynman diagram depicting this

process is shown in Fig. 3. Detection of this process would be an important result since it is

strictly a quantum mechanical effect, having no classical analogue, ie. intersecting light rays

have no effect upon one another in our everyday experience. But their nonzero interaction,

though small, is predicted by QED.14 K. Mikaelian15 has proposed using electron beams

at SLAC to detect 77 scattering via 19.5 GeV CB photons in collisions with 4.66 eV laser

pulses. If one tried to do 77 scattering with both photons on the order of typical laser

energies, the cross section would be far too small, thus the need for the hot CB photons.

To date the Mikaelian proposal at SLAC has not been implemented.

Earlier, there was an experiment at SLAC which used CB photons.16 In that exper-

iment, a nearly monochromatic high energy photon beam produced by Compton backscat-

tering of pulses from a ruby laser were used to study photoproduction in a hydrogen bubble

chamber. The jp cross sections measured were in good agreement with cross sections ob-

tained from more conventional experiments.

Another possibility is to operate two hot CB photon beams as a linear collider, in

lieu of an e+e~ collider.17""18 The strategy is depicted in Fig. 4. A laser pulse operating at a

1 kHz repetition rate strikes a cathode kicking off a bunch of electrons a few psec in length

which are accelerated down a linac. At the end of the acceleration, another laser pulse

Compton backscatters off the electrons to fully (~ 100%) convert the electrons into hot

CB photons. The same process works from both the left and the right, producing two hot

photon beams of energy equal to the electron beam final energy. Finally, the two CB photon

beams collide at the final focus. It has been shown that the luminosity for colliding photons

can be made to equal the luminosity of a corresponding e+e~ collider by maximizing the



efficiency of the e —> CB 7 transformation. On the other hand, if one tried to build a 77

collider using Bremstrahlung photons from the incident ultra high energy electron beam,

the resulting luminosity would at most be six orders of magnitude less than that of the CB

77 collider.18

We can now summarize the salient features of CB photon physics.

1. The rate of CB photon production and its angular distribution for ultra high energy

electron beams are remarkably insensitive to the e~ - -ftaltr crossing angle. Thus, as

in Fig. 4, it becomes possible and most convenient to be able to aim the laser beam

at a nonzero angle to the electron beam.

2. In general, the maximum CB photon energy wCB mol can be made to equal the electron

beam energy Ee by either increasing Ee or increasing WIOJJJ.. For uCB mai ~ Ee, the CB

photon beam becomes monoenergetic and retains to a high degree the polarization of

the original laser beam. Moreover, the highest energy CB photons and the maximum

polarization occur for those CB photons which are directly backscattered along the

electron's original line of motion.9'12

3. In addition to the high luminosity, there are two other advantages of a CB 77 collider.

a. The first is that there would not be the woefully complicated beam-beam inter-

action which has plagued e+e~ colliders.

b. Secondly, both linacs would now be able to accelerate electrons, thus obviating

the need to build positron sources.

Two major components of this scheme are the 500 GeV-1 TeV electron linac and

the short pulse, high repetition rate lasers. Perhaps, in the future the KEK will be the

first to build such an ultra high energy electron accelerator.19 To date, they have devoted a

considerable amount of time in feasibility studies of such a project, and the outlook seems

encouraging. As for the lasers, even more work has been done in developing lasers with the

necessary performance criteria for these purposes.



B Photoproduction

Our proposed scheme to generate the 109 bottom quarks per year via photoproduc-

tion by using 500-1000 GeV CB photons striking a nuclear target is depicted in Fig. 2. The

details have been described above.

An important quantity to calculate is the differential production rate of CB photons:

€ H > ^ H , ^ , / 3 « A > ' 4 , < , , / 3 ; , X ) ' (2)

where the arguments of the function / are the various accelerator beam and lattice func-

tions 20 and their derivatives.

Assuming that we use 1 TeV electrons, the trim dipoles would run at 1.6 Tesla and

be 20 cm in length. For the electron beam and accelerator lattice functions we can use the

following nominal values:

a'HV - 1 microns (transverse e~ bunch size)

Cy = 2 microns (transverse laser pulse size)

a, = 3 psec (e~ bunch length)

I-, = 3 psec (laser pulse length)

Ne- = 109

N-, — 1017 ~ 16 milliJoules (1 eV single photon energy)

Accelerator repetition rate = 2 kHz

eH.v = —^ = 2 x 10 m

— = 0.1% (momentum spread of e~ beam)

= ° - 0 0 4 m

= 1.25 xlO- 3

= 12.3 m



With these nominal values we calculate8 that the number of CB photons contained

in each of our 100 miniphoton beams is 4.57xl04, with each minibeani having an opening

angle of ~ 10~7 radians. So, their strikes at the nuclear target are nicely separated by 1 cm

with no overlap of the minibeams.

Finally, we arrive at the number of bb pairs photoproduced per year

iVjjj/year = [4.57 X 104] ((photons per minibeam))

x[100] (number of photon minibeams)

x[2 X i0~4] (probability of bb production

on nuclei with A ~ 20; see Refs. (21-24).)

x[2 x 103 Hz] (e~ beam repetition rate)

x[3 X 107] (seconds/year)

x[10-1] (hadronic interaction length of target j

x[10~3] (fraction of photon-nucleon interactions which are hadfonic)

= 5 X 109 66's per year

Note that we have fixed the intensity of our minibeams so that only on the order of

one hadronic interaction per minibeam should occur on the average (ie. each minibeam has

~ 104 CB photons, while we have a target of 1CT1 hadronk interaction length multiplied

by 10~3 hadronic fraction of events, giving 10~4), otherwise the detector could be swamped

by the sheer number of events of interest. Modern detectors of the scintillating liber type

operate independently so that events occurring simultaneously in different points in the

transverse plane can be analyzed. There is considerable work going on to develop detectors

of this type.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, we have derived formulae which describe the interaction of a laser

beam with electrons in an accelerator, showing the explicit dependence on accelerator lattice

functions and beam parameters. But more importantly, we have described a scheme for

producing the required 109 pairs of beauty particles per year needed to study CP violation

and rare decays of the B°B° meson system. Our scheme is dependent upon advances in the

design of electron linacs of the future, but much progress is being made in that direction.

Further, our scheme is not limited by the number of 66's produced per year; for example,

more beauty particles could be produced per year simply by increasing the number of

electrons and photons in the initial beams. On the contrary, our scheme is limited by the

ability of the detector to analyze the abundance of beauty particles which are produced.

Thus, the new scintillating fiber technology is an attractive possibility.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 B° — B° mixing box diagram. A B°, which consists of a bottom quark of charge —|

and a down antiquark of charge -f g, turns into a B° via the exchange of two W~

bosons (intermediaries of the weak interactions). Note that the intermediate state

sums over contributions from the up, charm, and top quarks. The top quark, being

the heaviest, dominates the diagram.

Fig. 2 Depiction of the B Factory scheme using Compton Backscattered photons to photo-

produce B mesons.

Fig. 3 Feynman diagram of photon-photon scattering of a low energy laser pulse with a

Compton Backscattered photon.

Fig. 4 Scheme for a high energy photon-photon collider (see Ref. 18).
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